360° Thursday

Join us beginning at 10pm ET. Thursday may be the day when the world learns whether Casey Anthony will testify in her own defense. Martin Savidge will have all the latest from Florida.
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KTH: Nuclear cover-up in Japan?

Editor's note: CNN's Dr. Sanjay Gupta takes a close look at how the Japanese government has handled the Fukushima nuclear disaster.
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About this Show:
Anderson Cooper goes beyond the headlines to tell stories from many points of view, so you can make up your own mind about the news. Weeknights, 10 ET
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Want to know more? Go behind the scenes with AC360*
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On Twitter
Thanks for joining us and @SanjayGuptaCNN! #AC360 Check out other #RidicuLists you've missed on AC360.com

Join us for a #RidicuList Classic! @StephenAtHome - we are looking at you, Mr. Colbert! #AC360

Yes please! #AC360 RT @vanessatsie: @AC360 most importantly, can we get Jeff Toobin on twitter. #TeamJeffToobin

@newsjunkie365 You know us too well! #ac360

Sources tell CNN the hotel maid in the #DSK case has credibility problems #AC360

Getting Jeff Toobin and @SusanCandiotti ready to discuss what their sources are saying about breaking news re: #DSK.

RT @newsjunkie365: Don't forget journalist & triathlete! Such an underachiever! #AC360 RT @wonz: @sanjayguptacnn @TIERD A brain surgeon and a magician? Wow!

Control room buzzing with breaking news on #DSK, #AC360

#Winning RT @sanjayguptacnn: magic! RT @TIERD: @sanjayguptaCNN Your on air, how can u tweet? I am looking at you.
@gman1208 On behalf of Sanjay, thank you! #ac360

Multitasking! #ac360 RT @tierrd: @sanjayguptaCNN Your on air, how can u tweet? I am looking at you.

"There is very little confidence in the government and TEPCO." #Fukushima #AC360 #Japan
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